Cincinnati Museum Center is your partner in teaching and learning across a wide range of content. With lessons for early childhood, science, social studies and everything in between, we provide a wealth of in-person and virtual programming. CMC’s programming supports your instruction and enlivens classroom and at-home experiences by connecting you and your students with engaging experts.

**Virtual Exhibit Tours**

Coming fall and winter of 2020! Check out these virtual “field trips” that share up-close views of our featured and permanent exhibits with students working from school or home. Available galleries include:

### Museum of Natural History and Science
- Dinosaur Hall
- Neil Armstrong Space Exploration Gallery
- The Cave
- Science Interactives Gallery
- The Austin E. Knowlton Foundation Science Stage

### Featured Exhibits
- Maya: The Exhibition
- An Unfinished Revolution: Women and the Vote
- Inspired by Nature: The Art and Activism of Charley Harper

### Cincinnati History Museum
- Cincinnati in Motion
- Shaping Our City
- Public Landing

**Interact LIVE with our team of experts and educators!**

Bring the excitement of CMC to your location with Programs-on-Wheels. These engaging programs meet Science and Social Studies Standards in Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana with options available for preschool through high school-aged students. Many programs can be led outdoors at your location! See here for a full list of offerings. Contact Valerie Horobik at vhorobik@cincymuseum.org for pricing and additional information. Multiple-program discounts are available.

If virtual programming works better for you, stream Programs-on-Wheels live in your classroom! You can invite a CMC science or history curator to a virtual conversation with your students! We can connect classrooms with experts in archaeology, zoology, paleontology and Cincinnati history. Learn about their background, explore their research and study some of CMC’s collection objects. Please contact Tony Lawson at tlawson@cincymuseum.org for pricing and additional information.

You can find other on-line CMC resources by visiting our Learning from Home page. Enjoy popular Wonder Zone science videos, on-line exhibits lesson ideas and so much more. Be sure to check out CMC’s YouTube channel and Facebook page where you will find Story Tree Time, Ask a Curator, Learning through Play and STEM Girls videos that are sure to be a hit in your classroom.